24
1 december

Only 24 days
1 december

Advent calendar
of jars
Open a jar every day, with a small gift in it,
until Christmas. Isn’t that just a dream?
Or a Christmas movie? And fun to make
too. The hardest part is getting 24 empty
jars. Hopefully you have saved a lot yourself, otherwise it will be peddling with
friends and family or posting at the glass
container. Make sure you also get the lid.
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Step 1
Paint the pots in the color (s) you like. We chose ton sur ton, but it is also possible in one color, with a different color lid. Or a few covered
with beautiful Christmas paper. Or in all different colors, you care. Everything is nice, so let
yourself go. Important: Let the paint dry well
before continuing with step 2.
Step 2
Copy page xx, cut out all 24 labels. Stick them
on the jars.
Step 3
Fill it up! Anything that fits is fun. Samples
from chic perfume brands score well with female openers. There is a lively trade in Marktplaats, they are called minis. Mini Dior mascara, mini Rituals shower foam, mini Chanel
no.5. But also face masks, an extremely tasty
tea bag or candy do well. It all depends, of
course, on who is going to open it. Do not forget to put the lids on, otherwise you can see
what is in the rest of the jars and therefore
the rest of the Advent days and the surprise
is gone.

23
2 december

Only 23 days
2 december

Christmas cake
with rum
What are Christmas without a drink?
Right: sober! And of course we don’t want
that. That is why the English make a
Christmas cake: a well-filled dark fruitcake, which has been full of rum for weeks.
They make the cake well before Christmas and sprinkle it with 1 to 2 tablespoons of drink every 14 days. Sprinkling
intensifies the taste and keeps the cake
nice and moist.
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22
3 december

Only 22 days
3 december

Tiny sweaters for the
Christmas tree
Oh, how nice they are, those tiny sweaters for the
Christmas tree. You have to be able to knit a bit for
it. Or well, you should be able to knit quite well,
because it is quite a pain. We asked Grandma Rini,
because she can do it so neatly. Look.
You can find these sweaters and much more in the
book of Club Happiness: Knitting small Christmas
sweaters with Club Happiness. A perfect Sintgadeautje so that there is still time to knit (someone)
for the Christmas tree.
If you start with them today, you may have finished them by the time you have a Christmas tree at
home.
For pattern see page. xx
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17
8 december

Only 17 days
8 December

Glass dome
Christmas bell Necessities A glass dome
Moss Fern leaf Oak leaves Eucalyptus
Barberry branch Aerosol gold paint Let
the moss dry well and cut or tear it to
size. Spray a sprig of your choice with
gold paint. Place the twigs and berries
in the moss as you like it. Glass bell
jar over it and your Christmas scene is
ready. Of course you can also use other
things, a small reindeer can also be cute.
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13
12 december

Only 13 days
12 December

fortune cookies

A little superstitious makes it super happy:
fortune cookies. And if you make them yourself, you can go crazy on the wishes. No inspiration? Then take a look at p. xx. Copy them
with a black marker on strips of paper that
are xx cm long and xx cm wide. Keep them
airtight in a cozy biscuit box and you will
have your tasty coffee after the Christmas
dinner.
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Recipe
• 3 egg whites (100 grams)
• 150 grams of granulated sugar
• 115 grams of butter, melted and cooled
• 1/4 teaspoon vanilla extract
• 120 grams of flour
• 3 tablespoons of water
• Pieces of paper
• Black marker
• Optional: 1/4 teaspoon of almond extract
Preheat your oven to 180 degrees and line a baking tray with parchment paper. Write your wishes on the strips of paper. Beat your egg whites together
with the sugar lightly in a bowl at high speed. One by one add the melted
butter, vanilla extract, almond extract, water and flour. Make sure everything is mixed well before adding the next ingredient.
• Use a spoon to make thin circles (about 2 millimeters thick with a diameter of 7.5 centimeters) of the batter on the baking tray. Make sure there
is enough space between them and do not bake more than two or three
cookies at a time. Because they harden fairly quickly, chances are that you
can no longer fold them.
• Bake your cookies for 7-8 minutes, until the edges turn brown. Take them
out of the oven, fold them in half immediately, put a wish between them
and hang over an edge (see photo). Fold them to form a fortune cookie. Let
them get hard before you take them off and do all this as soon as possible.
• Let them cool in a muffin tray so that they keep their shape and do not
curl back.
• Rewrite

